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EDITORIAL COMMENT
The beginning of the year brings
changes to students and staff in the
Medical School Residents and
interns have received word regarding their next year's duties
and locales, fourth year students
begin the home stretch towards
finishing medical school and await
LMCC e.xarns and news of ~
temship with mixed emotions.
Third year clerks grab their one
week vacation at Christmas for a
breath of relaxation, fmding some
time to plan electives and selectives; second year students continue on the roUercoaster of rest
and activity cycles that are dictated by examinations; first year
students get the chance to pause
and congratulate themselves that
they have proceeded one eighth of
the way through medical school
Staff grab the holiday period at the
end of December to reacquaint

th.e mselves with their home environment, fmish that elusive
paper whose results have been
tabulated for many months, read
that book that they haven't
touched yet, or for the fortunate
ones plan that mid winter holiday
somewhere extravagant
The winter issue of the Medical
Journal hopefuUy will allow for
some reading that will appeal to all
of the above mentioned people.
Tachycardia, the variety show of
some disrepute and equal fondness to many, has its history reviewed in this issue as a result of
some in depth research by one of
its current Merrymakers. Several
other contnbutions to this issue
give perspectives on various areas
of medicine as seen from a medical student's point of view.

It is said that medical students
lose most of their idealism by the
time they finish training; while our
initial reasons for entering the field
may have been humanitarian or
compassionate, four difficult years
seem to harden our minds towards
cynical or selfish philosophies.
This seems backwards: given a
medical schoors responsibility to
produce competent and caring
physicians, the graduating class
should be more humane than the
entering class, not less so.
The VaccinAid and Med Outreach projects serve to remind us
of our committment to prevent illness and reduce suffering here and

abroad, and of the necessity for us
to reach a level of maturity where
self- interest becomes secondary.
The continued success of these
programs indicates that our idealism
is, as yet, alive and well
Perhaps a certain loss of idealism
is inevitable as we grow and begin
to experience the " real world".
This makes it all the more important to realize now that Medicine
is an " other-oriented" field; regardless of our chosen area, we will
all be caring for people. The suffering of others must always, to a
certain extent, be our own.

David Creery Meds '89

Bob Turliuk Meds '88

FOURTH YEAR
by Robert Hammond Meds '87

As you know, fourth year is 8
months in length, with 3 months of
Basic Sciences and " Special Topics" from December to February
(the ' classroom block'') surrounded by 5 months devoted to electives and selectives.
After 52 weeks of clerkship, fourth
year is a welcome opportunity to
relax a bit, enjoy the electives and
selectives you planned, and reacquaint yourself with parents and
significant others. We also noticed
a tendency among many classmates to pick up old habits like
regular meals and sleep(l suppose
they will have to be retrained). For
some, the transition from third to
fourth year was punctuated by
long awaited trips in search of
melanin. Others chose to start
their electives early so that they
could take a month off later in the
year, while some had their cake
and ate it too by taking their electives in exotic lands. I have heard
no regrets from anyone' s elective
time-a chance to follow your~
terests and to see medicine in
general in a different light
The last months of clerkship and
the first months of fourth year are
also busy with Internship applications. Some advice? Finish ear-

ly. Find out all you can from friends
and the institutions themselves
about the various programmes.
When it comes time to rank your
top choices, you have to know and
like what you rank.
Getting back together for the
classroom block in December is
something to look forward to. You
will realize how much you missed
your classmates. There are plenty
of stories to tell, things to do, and
interesting changes to take careful
note of, hair length, colour and distribution as well as diamond jewellery (the left finger variety) top
the list
Getting ready for your last (SOB,
SOB, SNIFF) Tachy is also a
great, great time. Certain parts of
our course are particularly enjoyable too, but lectures in general
seem more meaningful, either because there are relatively fewer of
them or because their usefulness is
more apparent now.
A major project this past year or
more has been the planning of an
LMCC review course. Our committee is made up of students from
third and fourth year. We hope
this will become an annual event
and avoid the yearly exodus to
Toronto. A great deal of work has

gone into planning the course, and
student section editors and lecturers are now preparing the 60
lecture hours to be presented in
AprilandMay. Wehopetohavea
lecture booklet printed by late
February.
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In February we fmd out where
our internships will be ( constipation should be non-existent that
day).
The remainder of the year looks
to be fun and exciting. Wish us
luck. We' ll see you at graduation

The Sporting Snooze
by Ken Deic:bert Meds '89
Fall brought the birth of a new (as of the end of the year) show the
men' s 3 pitch softball league con- 3rd and 4th year combined team
sisting of four med' s teams and 2 leading the league with the PostDental Science' s teams. Med's graudate team solidly in second
89, although undefeated in league The I st and 2nd year teams are
play, was kept busy trying to outdo fighting it out for the frrst pick in
the high hits ofChris Edwards and the draft next year.
The Med' sA hockey team is batcould not overcome the strong
offensive performance of Dent's tling for first place with the Law
90 in the fmal Dent's 90 was pre- team in the interfaculty league.
sented with the Shoppers Drug Good luck in the playoffs, guys.
Plans for the future include a
Mart trophy, capping a successful
curling night involving all four
premier season for the league.
As we approach the playoffs, the years, in late February ( more
stats for the Med's Hockey league details to follow) and possibly a
bowling night

TACHYCARDIA '87: A History of the Present
Illness
by Rob Reddoch Meds '87
Patient Profile: A 64-year-old
notion with a 31 -year-old name,
propagated by a 58-year-old
society, last reborn 40 years ago.
Perhaps this requires some explanation. ..
History of the Present Illness:
Tachycardia, as we know it today, is by far the most popular
entertainment event of the medical community. It is an annual
musicaVcomedy production which
consists primarily of six, 15 to 20
minute skits; one by each of the
four medical classes, one by the
F acuity ofN ursing and one by the
F acuity of Applied Health Sciences (AHS, formerly known as
• Rehab'). The skits are usually
spoofs of well known classics ( eg.
Cumalot, ' 83), television shows
( eg. The Edge of Knife, ' 80),
movies ( eg. Interns of the J edi,
"84) or fairy tales( eg. So Tight and
the Seven Dwarfs, ' 82), and they
almost always include in the cast
somewhat exaggerated characterizations of some of the more
colourful lecturers in the respective F acuities. The show runs for
fi ve nights each year and culminates with a massive party, the
·· T achy Pub", after the closing
show, with dancing often until3 or
4 am Formerly Monday to
Friday, the format was changed to
Tuesday to Saturday in I 986 to
facilitate attendance at the show
by family and friends from out of
town. On the last four nights, the
skits are judged for the best entertainment quality (acting, singing,
costumes, props visual or sound
effects, and plot) and the best
song! dance production number.
The judges are faculty members
who are selected, usually by virtue
of their popularity, by the individual classes. At the end of the
week the judges' scores are tallied
and two trophies, the Silver Cup
for the overall best skit and the
Merry Makers' Trophy for the
best production number, are awarded to the winn.ing classes at the
Tachy Pub (more on the trophies
below). Tickets, sold principally
by the participating students, are
usually gone long before opening
night Proceeds from the show go
to the Hippocratic Counci~ the
governing executive of the medical student body.
Production of the show rests in
the hands of a group of students
known as the Merrymakers. The
group consists of two students,
elected from each of the six par-

ticipating classes, to produce the
individual skits, and it is headed by
two chief merrymakers, usually a
senior and a junior medical student, who coordinate the production of the entire show. The two
chief merrymakers also host the
show, and years ago a tradition
developed whereby the senior
merrymaker in his or her fmal year
chose a junior partner to co-host
the show and then to take over responsibility for the show the next
year. Greg Hasen ' 80 is the only
student ever to produce and host
Tachy each of his four years in
Med School A geneology of
Tachy producers has thus developed, and the line stretches unbroken back to circa 1968. Backstage support for the current show
consists of a meds stage manager,
lighting by meds and nursing,
mak!>- up by nursing, and intermission refreshments organized by
AHS. But what of the early days?
Tachycardia was born in the
autumn of 1955 as an outgrowth
of what were then known as the
noon-hour Merrymakers' sessions..
at the time, the Meds Merrymakers were an elected society,
established to provide noon-hour
entertainment every second Monday of the school year at the old
Medical School on South Street
( now the Health Services Building
across from Victoria Hospital).
The four classes of the Faculty of
Medicine and the fmal year in the
School of Nursing each were responsible for three noon-hour
shows per year. These informal
shows took place on a tiny stage in
the Med School auditorium, and
they consisted of musical acts and
skits, and often a sing-song of popular tunes of the time. Each
December, one larger session
would be presented as a Christmas show by the graduating
Meds class.
In 1955, the medical students
broke ties with their involvement
in Purple Patches, the annual
UWO Follies (see below). At the
same time, some students were
becoming displeased with the
raunchiness and lack of true entertainment value developing in the
noon-hour sessions. It was in this
climate that the annual Christmas
show evolved to incorporate all
the participants from Medicine
and Nursing into one large variety
show. Paul Walsh '57, a second
year student, suggested the name
Tachycardia and he produced the
first show on December 12 and

13, 1955. As in the noon-hour
sessions, the students performed
skits in which they often parodied
the eccentricities of their profs.
Musical acts and vaudevill!>-style
jokes bridged the gaps between
plays.
In the years that followed, Tachy
became more and more popular
and its renown spread to the
" North End" (the main University campus) as witnessed by the
premier reference to Tachycardia
in the UWO Gazette on December 6 , 195 7 (note - all further
references to newspaper articles in
this essay refer to excerpts from
the UWO Gazette, 1906 to
1960). That year, the show ran for
three nights, December 16-18,
1957 and Bruce Squires '58 aided
in its production. In 1958, Tachy
adopted a new flavour under the
direction of Jack Thurlow ' 60
( father of Kerry Thurlow ' 88).
Thurlow, an accomplished musician and experienced director/
producer, having written and produced Purple Patches several
years earlier introduced to Tachy
the pit orchestra which added
spice to the show, bridged gaps
and sharpened cues. He also was
the first to add complex stage lighting and visual effects to the otherwise drab architecture of the tiny
Medical School stage, and before
the show, a tape recording of a
rapid heartbeat played for customers in the lobby. Also for the
first time in 1958, Tachy charged
admission, the proceeds going to
some worthwhile charity. It was
with this basic format that T achycardia proceeded, in an unbroken
series of successes to the present
day. Despite catering primarily to
an audience ofmed students, their
friends, interns and area doctors,
the shows always sold out well
before the opening performance.
It is unclear at which point the
direction of proceeds changed to
supply the Meds Hippocratic
Council It is worthy of note,
however, that in 1986, the Hippocratic Council instituted a
standing commitment to donate
the net proceeds from the opening
night oftachy( about$! ,500.00 in
1986) to Med Outreach, a charitable venture developed by Meds
' 88 which, that year, succeeded in
sending 8 medical students to
Haiti to vaccinate over 20,000
children against the principal infectious diseases.
A Ithough it had long been a commoo practice to supplement the
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show with photographic slides and
humorous commentary, it was not
until I 963 that the fl.l"St studentmade movie was shown at Tachy
by the class of '64. This class
further distinguished itself by
being the only group ever to win
the Silver Cup three years in a row
('62, ' 63 and '64).
Since 1964, Tachy has continued to grow, and to list in any
detail the many contributions to
T achy by individuals or groups
over the 1st twenty years is beyond
the scope of this article. The location of the show changed to The
London Teachers College (Althouse) for one year in 1965 when
the Medical School moved to its
present location on the main campus. It returned to the South Street
Medical School for two more
years until 1967 before it said
goodbye to the old auditorium
forever. Althouse College again
hosted the show from 1968 to
1974, it then moved to Elborn
College from 1975 to 1980, and
finally back to Althouse in 1981
where the show has resided each
year since. In 1976-77 the department of Rehabilitative Medicine
(incorporating Physical Therapy,
Occupational Therapy and Communicative Disorders) was invited to participate in Tachy, and
has faithfully provided good entertainment since then, especially in
terms of production numbers.
Most recently in 1985, this d!>partrnent separated from the
F acuity of Medicine to form its
own Faculty of Applied Health
Sciences, and now, under the auspices of AHS, the " Rehab" contribution to Tachy continues.

PAST MEDICAL
HISTORY:
The spirit of Tachycardia has
always been to bring students,
faculty and alumni together in a
way that permeates the walls of
formality and puts everyone on
nearly equal ground for a few
nights of fun. In 1986-87, Tachycardia celebrates its 31st birthday, but both Tachy and the Meds
Merrymakers have a much older,
common root- The Meds Barrecue.
P~Barbecue Years: From
the first years of our Medical
School in 1882-83 annual func.
tions to unite faculty and students
socially have existed The W estern University Gazette was foun-

The

ded in November, 1908, its predecessor, "In Cap and Gown",
having started only two years
earlier. In November, 1907, the
first article from the Western
MedicalCollege(WMC) appeared, and it referred to the 26th
Annual Meds Dinner to be held
December I 9, 1907. A later am.
cle, which summarized the event,
told of a gala banquet followed by
a series of toasts, some of a COIIDcal nature, and a group sing -song.
In the years that followed, many
Med School functions came to be
advertised and reported upon in
the Gazette. These included the
Annual Medical Department
Dance, January 21 , 1908 and the
Inaugural Banquet and Theatre
Night, November 2, 1910. The
latter event was developed as a
way to introduce freshman to the
senior years. The Gazette, a monthly tabloid at the time, became a
public forum wherein medical
students for decades advertised
banquets, parties and sporting
activities, aired their beefs about
life and their schoo~ and reported
class news.
As the University grew in the
period from 1910 to 1920, plans
were underway to build a new
Medical School on Ottaway
A venue( now South Street) across
from Victoria Hospi~ to replace
the small building at the comer of
York and Waterloo Streets, which
had served as the Western Medical College since I 888. ln addition to classrooms and labs, this
new building was to have an
auditorium and a separate downstairs gymnasium An article on
Demember 22, 1920 claimed that
the new gym would be used for
interfaculty " smokers" as well as
for dances and sports. The building opened officially on November 17, 1921 at 3:30 p.m and
soon thereafter the facilities were
being used by many groups in the
University such as the Players
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Club, which consisted of the Little
Theatre Orchestra and Glee
Club. Back on February 16,
1912, officers were elected to the
Students' Medical Association for
the 1912-13 academic year, the
first semblance of a student
government to help organize curricular and social events for medical students. In October, I 912,
this Association was renamed the
Western University Hippocratic
Society and its first president was
Ormie Smith '22. Among the
duties of the Society were the
organization of" dances and other
functions" which were to be
allowed for the meds students in
the new facility. Also in 1921 , the
first organized class reunion in the
history of WMC took place on
October 7. Fourteen members of
Meds ' 12 met to promote the
alumni spirit of the school In F el>ruary, 1922, the first class dance
in the new gymnasium was held by
Meds ' 23.

The Birth of the Barbecue: On
January 25 , 1923, a small article
entitled, " Hippocratic Society to
Hold Smoker'' appeared on page
three of the Gazette. It told of a
recent meeting of the Hippocratic
Society executive, headed by president Malcolm Campbell ' 23, in
which it was decided to hold a
" smoker'· in the Medical School
and that the entertainment would
be something in the nature of a
vaudeville show. The original idea
for the smoker came in a suggestion to the Society by Dean Paul
S. McKibben, who felt that an
event of this type would " create a
finer spirit of comradeship in the
school" The Smoker was held
Friday, March 2, 1923, and a
Gazette article dated March 8
read:
" (For) four hours ... the
school was thrown wide
open to all students, faculty
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and alumni, of whom there
must have been a good two
hundred For one evening
all study was forgotten and
students talked to professors about other than
class things."
The program began with a brur
ketball game between faculty and
students (the students won 2620). Following this, two boxing
matches were fought between four
game students. The article then
reads:
" The
merry
makers
(? foresight- Ed) then
acljoomed to the auditaium
where a snappy vaudeville
program was next in order."
A jazz orchestra provided music
and A.J. Read 25 filled the gaps
with " lantern slides" and a running commentary on student life at
Westem The first skit was entitled a " Morning Clinic at Victoria Hospital" and it featured
impersonations of certain profs
that " could not be equalled" Roy
McLeod ' 23 followed with a one
act farce called, " Let's Go,' but
the hit of the evening was, " A
Physiology Demonstration," in
which the well known sayings and
antics of the full time professors
were brought out The profs. had
" the chance to see themselves
through other eyes, and they were
not disappointed" After the
vaudeville, they made their way to
the basement gym where a barbecue was served with cider
(under proof) to drink.
After that initial event, ' Barbecue fever' hit the med students
for the next five years running.
Each year, the Barbecue was
heralded as " bigger and better
than ever," to quote a February
27, 1924 article. And with each
Barbecue, the students seized the
opportunity to take that " long
desired swipe at the powers that
be" in what came to be known in
1925 as the " Vivisection Vaude-

ville." Alumni were always encouraged to attend, and in 1927,
the U. W .O. Meds Alumni Association donated a silver cup to be
presented to the class performing
the most entertaining skit at the
Annual Meds Barbecue, as judged
by the faculty. The Barbecue cup
that year went to Meds '27 for
their skit, " Staff Morning in the
O.R "

The Beginning of The End: On
October I 8, I 928, a page one art}.
cle in the Gazette reviewed the
minutes of the first meeting of the
Hippocratic Society for that year.
It read:
Any rumors that the Barbecue is to be abolished
were definitely allayed
Plans are now being formulated to have this year
the most successful Barbecue yet, which means
that methods will be found
to eliminate any faults its
predecessors may have suf-.
fered ... The Hippocratic
Society urges the F acuity
and students to cooperate
in ... good fellowship ... "
On March 28, 1929. the Hippocratic Society published a short
synopsis of the past academic year
which noted that the Barbecue had
been '" ignominiously canned,··
despite the results of a recently circuited survey that showed I 00 per
cent support for the Barbecue
from the students. and 70 per cent
support from faculty and alumni.
They hoped that, " perhaps next
year, the powers that be will realize that ( the Barbecue) is the only
way of bringing Faculty. Alumni
and students together as they
should be."
A s the story goes, an incident
occurred in 1927-28 in which a
medical student was found to have
a ' mickey' of liquor in his gym bag
at a basketball practice. He was
reported to Dean Macallum by
the physical education director
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and subsequently suspended from
class for a time. This incident was
parodied in the Barbecue of I 928
in a skit by Meds ' 30 entitled " A
Faculty Meeting in the Stone
Age,'· in which a student referred
to the physical education director
in a ridiculing and rather impolite
manner. That student and the
writer of the play were reprimanded by the F acuity Council which
then put a ban on future Barbecues.

The Birth of the Merrymakers:
With the demise of the Barbecue
at hand and student morale near a
nadir, Dr. J. W . Crane, a professor
much beloved by the students of
the time, suggested that the students have weekly sing-songs in
the auditorium to foster school
spirit Many students responded
positively to this idea, and in the
late fall of I 928, they met each
Thursday from I : 15 to 2:00 p. m
to sing popular tunes and to chant
meds battle hymns and school
songs. These sessions became increasingly popular, and in February, 1929, an organization
named the Medical Merrymakers'
Association (MMA)was formed,
with Tom Russell ' 29 as the first
president Its main objectives
were; I . to take complete charge of
all aspects of the weekly SingSong, and; 2. to prepare a Medical
Song Book. the nucleus of which
was to be a school song, a school
yell and four individual class
songs. Through the medium of the
MMA, faculty and students had
the opportunity to match voices in
friendly rivalry. Over the next few
years, the responsibilities of the
MMA expanded to include the
organization of school dances and
athletic, ie. they were the Meds
social conveners. A medical
Orchestra under the direction of
Archie Hammond ' 33 played regularly at the weeekly sessions of
the early 1930' s. At the Annual
Meds Banquets from 1931 to
1933, the students were allowed
to adopt a more informal atmosphere, but despite all of these
diversions, the absence of the Barbecue left a •· woeful blank" in the
" fraternal atmosphere which used
to pervade the Medical Schoo~ "
as was written in a November 27,
I 9 30 article.
The Revival of the Barbecue:
Enter Meds ' 35 , a class which
became renowned for its knockdown, drag-out parties. In 1933
this bunch of zanies began to
publish detailed accounts of their
parties in the Gazette, and a Feb-

rurary 24, 1933 entry noted that
the program for the evening began
with dancing. but at eleven d clock,
gave way to a class skit Similar
entries are recorded in February
and November of 1934. In the
summer of 1934, Dr. Macallum
resigned from the Office of the
Dean. He was replaced by Dr.
F .J .H . CampbeR and with the
transfer of power came a change of
ideas. An earnest plea for a revival
of the Barbecue was made in the
November 2, 1934 issue of the
Gazette and this was seriously
considered by the F acuity Council On December 19, 1934, the
Annual Meds Banquet was held,
and, in the form of a ' trial Barbecue', skits were allowed to be
presented by the 5th and 6th medical years. Finally, after much prompting, a full scale Barbecue was
held February 22, 1935 under the
direction of the Meds Merrymakers' Association who, after
reorganization by the Hippocratic
Society were to assume continued
responsibility for the Barbecue.
Another successful Barbecue followed on March 20, 1936. That
year, Meds ' 37 won the coveted
Silver Cup with their skit, " A
Royal Flush," matching victory
from Meds ' 36, the defending
champs. One special telephone
connection from the auditorium to
the bedside of Dr. G .A. Ramsay
who was a well-liked prof, convalescing after an operation H e
was able to hear the entire performance and was very grateful to the
students for their thoughtfulness.

The Last Hoorah: In the spring of
1937, the Barbecue met with
·' postponement" until the next
faR apparently due to a combination of student apathy and pressure on the Dean by certain
faculty members who continued
to object to the style of humour
and entertainment at the event
The fall of 1937 arrived, however,
and no Barbecue took place. With
this demise came a relatively grey
period in the recorded history of
the student activities around the
beginnning of the Second World
War. A call to revive the Merrymakers and the Barbecue appearedintheGazetteMarch 10, 1939,
and in the April 14 issue one
month later a tiny box of print
read:
" TheHistoricalBarbecue
scheduled for today will not
take place, unfortunately,
due to the drama festival
Since a postponement of
the affair would seriously
interfere with the coming
examinations, it was felt

that the idea should be carried over for next year."
On November29, 1940 the Hippocratic Society was allowed a
relatively free hand in organizing
the first Meds Banquet held in
several years, and they managed
to recapture a sense of informality
with humorous toasts and other
entertainment No skits were
allowed, however,and public pleas,
before and after the banquet, for
further leniency in a revival of the
Barbecue met with continued
opposition from certain of the
faculty members.
W orld War II greatly affected
college life at Western, with drastic curtailment, alteration, or depletion of several sports and social
activities; however, the Annual
Banquets were allowed to continue, which they did throughout
the war years. Again, Dr. Crane
came to the rescue of student
morale with a revival of the
Merrymakers in October, 1942.
The weekly sing-songs again became popular under the leadership of soloist Earl Plunkett '46
and musician Sid Koegler '44,
however, they again were lost
sometime in 1943 for reasons that
are unclear at this time. A lone
·' Meditorial" in the Gazette,
November 10, 1944, called for a
new revival of the MMA.

The Birth of ' Patches' ; The
Merrymakers Find a Home:
The immediate post- war years
found social pursuits at UWO
Medical school in a state of rebound hyperactivity. A miniature
revival of the sing-songs occurred
in the spring of 1946, but it was in
October, 1947 that the Hippocratic Society officially organized a
Merrymakers' Club to entertain
Mondays at noon In addition to
the time-tested singalong, other
features of the sessions were skits
and other musical acts. Early in
1946, a small variety show entitled, " Up on the Hilf' was the
first of the ' University Follies'. In
the fall of 1946, the Hippocratic
Society decided that the Meds
would endeavour to an entire
public show of their own at the
Grand Theatre. This, the flfSt full
length variety show in Medical
School history was called the
" Meds Merry Makers or47" and
was produced by Allan Woolever
'4 7, then, president of the Hippocratic Council It had ' Showboat'
as its central theme, with a series
of additional medicine-related
skits and musical numbers, including a chorus directed by AI
Deadman '49, to supplement the
program The " Meds Merry-
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makers of '4 7" opened to a sellout crowd on February 25 , 1947
and was the single largest event in
our history which cemented the
spirit of the med students into a
firm, unified front, and then made
it visible.
Meds and Arts combined to produce the annual variety show in
December, 194 7 which was entitled " Purple Patches of 1947,"
the winning entry of a universitywide competition to name the new
show. The show was co-produced
by AI Deadman, who is also
attributed that year with the organization of the Med's Choir,
which went on to become a major
claim to fame for the Med School
for over a decade.
Dr. Earl Plunkett served as a
soloist in the Med's Choir for
many years. ' Patches' continued
year after year as a variety show
with separate acts being contributed by various students and
groups from Meds and Arts. The
Meds Choir was a regular part of
the slx>w until1955, wren ' Patches'
changed its format from a variety
show to a recreation of the Broadway musical, " Seventeen" The
Meds Choir, as a result of this
change, felt that they could not
continue with the show because of
the heavy rehearsal schedule demanded by the new formal The
Choir remained associated with
Purple Patches only until 1957,
singing in the last few years as an
act separate from the plot of each
new musical While Patches
evolved in early 1950's, so did the
noon-bour Merrymakers sessions
every second Monday. The singsongs gradually becam.e replaced
by the popular skits. With the
variety format having been removed from Patches, this provided the opportunity for the
Meds to steer their skits toward a
show of their own again-Tachy.
And the rest is history (of the present illness).

The Trophies: The Meds Choir
of ' 47 dedicated The UWO
Merry Makers Trophy to the class
contributing the highest standard
of spirit and entertainment at the
Merrymakers sessions throughout
the year. The first recipients were
the School of Nurs.ing 1947-48.
This trophy has since been rededicated to the class performing
the best song/production number
during Tachycardia, and was last
won by Meds '86 at Tachy ' 86.
The Hippocratic Council also
dedicated a Cup in 1947 to the
class performing the best skits at
their designated noon-hour sessions.

1HE INDUCTION OF TIGHT
JUNCTION FORMATION IN
CULTURED BRAIN CAPILlARY
ENDOTHEUAL
CELLS-AN ASTROCYTE
FACTOR AND A COMPE-

TENT SUBSTRATE ARE REQUIRED.
Fred Arthur Meds '88
ABSTRACT
The basis for the blood-brain
barrier in mammals is the selective
transport properties of brain capillary endothelial cells (BCEC)
along with the elaborate system of
tight intercellular junctions that
occur between apposed membrane faces of these cells. Histological studies have demonstrated
that 80-90% of total BCEC ablurninal surface area is in close
approximation with astrocyte cell
foot processes; in many places,
these two cell types are only separated by a thin basement memtr.me. A role for astrocyte.secret.ed
factors in the differentiation of
BCEC has thus long been hypothesized but remains unproven.
Our hypothesis is that a compe-tent substrate is necessary for
BCEC to respond to astrocyte
factors and that previous studies
have n<t provided such a substrate.
BCEC were isolated from rat
brain and cultured to the 4th pas-

sage; these cells no longer produce
tight intercellular junctions. They
were then grown on either plastic
or commercial basement membrane substrate in the presence or
abscence of conditioned media
from cultured astrocytes. Freezefracture technology was utilized to
investigate apposed membrane faces for evidence of formation of
the differentiation parameter- tight
junctions.
BCEC grown on commercial
substrate with conditioned media
produced extensive and elaborate
tight junctions between apposed
cells. BC EC grown on plastic with
conditioned media and BCEC
grown either on plastic or commercial substrate but without conditioned media demonstrated no
tight junction formation.
These data agree with the hypothesis that many cell types cannot form a competent basement
membrane on plastic in-vitro and
that this basement membrane is
required for the cell to respond to
differentiation- inducing signals.
We suggest that the commercial
substrate either acts as the basement membrane proper for BC EC
or it allows them to organize their
own competent basement membrane upon it
The relevance of this work encompasses more than the basic
biology of the blood-brain barrier.

Our model for the in-vitro differentiatioo of BCEC should prove
extremely valuable in the study of
brain tumor vasculature. Brain
tumors induce the ingrowth of
BCEC by the production of angiogenin and other factors, however, the ingrowing cells do not

FERTHJTY, DISEASES AND
TRAUMA IN ALZHEIMER'S
PATIENTS AND TIIEIR RElr
ATJVES

KATHLEEN E. BEDROSIAN
Aside from age, few of the many
factors said to be associated with
senile dementia Alzheimer type
( SDA T) have been subjected to
sufficiently rigorous scientific study
to confirm their status as risk factors for the disease. In this casecontrol study, the nearest relatives
of 224 patients with clinically-diagnosed SDA T and the nearest relatives of 233 clinically unaffected
subjects were interviewed to determin.e: the ages of the subjects'
mothers at the time of the subjects'
birth; the fertility of the subjects
and their mothers; the occurrence
of other diseases in the subjects
and in their families: and the frequency of previous trauma The
mean ages ofthe subjects' mothers
were not significantly different
and both cases and their mothers
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appear to manifest a fully differentiated state as evidenced by their
relative permeability. This leakiness is necessary, now using our
model to investigate the interaction between an astrocytoma cell
line (C6) and BCEC differentiation.
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had higher birth rates than did the
control sample. On the average,
control subjects and their parents
reportedly suffered from fe wer
diseases. A s expected, organic
dementia was more common in
the parents and siblings of the
cases. Parkinson' s disease and
stroke were more common in the
cases; whereas. the siblings of the
cases experienced more mental
illness. Control subjects reported
an excess of heart disease. hypertension and arthritis and .. rheumatism'": the latter two conditions
also occurred more commonly in
their siblings. Cancer was more
common in the siblings of control
subjects and in the children of
cases. Case and control subjects
had similar frequencies of surgical
operations and accidents. Most of
these findings conflict with the
results of previous studies.

KENYA: Struggling to Modernize
by Rudy Zimmer Meds '87

The 747 leaned into the East
African sunrise. The outline of
Kilamanjaro lay at the horizon.
We landed on the tannac runway
amid the savannah scrub grass of
Jomo Kenyatta International Airport. After a tense period of suspicious questioning by immigration
officials, I made my way to the
busy front lobby. There I was set
upon by hordes of anxious taxi
drivers offering the " right price'·. I
bartered with a younger driver
down to what I was told was fair,
and we proceeded to Nairobi city
centre. In town, I was soon struck
with an unsettling feeling of sticking out like a neon sign. I'm sure
every minority has had a similar
experience. Nairobi was modern,
but squalor lay around even some
of the most stainless steel buildings. The taxi drove into the circular drive in front of the Aga
Khan Jubilee Hospital in the middle class area of Parklands. Beyond the hospital lay the highlands
of the rift valley.
I moved into a room available on
the relatively vacant floor inhabited by American administration
students in the nursing residence.
At lunch in the cafeteria, I soon
befriended many of the other foreign medical students. A large
contingency had come en masse
from Manchester, England
The hospital itself operates much
like any other British teaching centre. We took part in informative
rounds, but were regarded more as
visiting observers than part of the
team. In the afternoon, various
clinics and surgical procedures
kept us busy. The obstetrics antenatal clinics were of particular
interest, because they illustrated
the transition to Western ideas
slowly evolving in Kenya Preg.
nant mothers would appear for
booking at an average of30 weeks
gestation. The doctors, in an effort
to discourage this phenomenon,
have issued a flat rate for antenatal
care for each child There is also a
penalty for any unbooked mothers
appearing in labor for delivery.
The students were granted time
to visit other local health care institutions. We made regular weekly rounds to the Kenyatta Hospital
This government hospital is a giant
architectural complex built in the
early 70' s to be the pride of East
Africa Then the money ran out
Like other government operated
hospitals, the Kenyatta must run
on a shoestring budget, but its

standard of care is better than that
of District government hospitals
in the periphery. The institution
offers good teaching rounds, and a
host of clinical conditions. On one
ward, there were four cases of
pheochromocytoma The medical
team of doctor, resident and intern
often had their efforts frustrated
with the regular loss of test results
or samples en route to and from
the lab. Medical treatment was
also limited by a shrunken hospital
pharmacy.
On a similar outing, we borrowed
one of the Aga Khan ambulances
to visit the Pumwani Maternity
hospital in the southern Nairobi
ghettos. This massive baby factory houses several hundreds of
mothers and children The constant scent of birth hung heavy
through the halls as the cautious
but enthusiastic hospital director
gave the group of us a tour. The
well organized facility was quartered into three wards and a busy
labor room. The antenatal and
postnatal wards each housed about
one hundred beds with two to three
women per bed The labor room
reminded me of a queue at a rock
concert. Ladies in labour sat on a
long bench waiting their tum as
busy midwives and students tried
in vain to keep up with the pace.
The director conceded that many
births at Pumwani occured unattended; because of massive understalfmg. Even when dealing with
only difficult deliveries and C-sections, the doctors were working
continuously. being on call every
other night Few Kenyan trained
doctors seem willing to put in the
long hours, and accept the low
wages at Pumwani Currently there
are about 25 positions for Obstetricians and Pediatricians, but only
12 spots are tilled Walking into
the maternity ward gave me the
impression of being in a sea of
babies. Rows of basinettes, and
incubators each packed with seven babies filled a ward the size of
a highschool gymnasium.
This hospital exemplifies Kenya' s problem with a growing population explosion, reportedly the
highest rate in the world The
government is unleashing a vig.
orous campaign for family planning to bring the growth rate under
control There has been some success in urban areas, but in rural
Kenya traditions hold fast where it
is not uncommon for a mother to
have ten to fifteen children. Since

there is no social security in the
country there is belief that having
many offspring will secure care in
old age. In traditional society,
there is also a sense of increased
manliness in having more children. The wife often refuses any
idea of tubal ligation, even after
three or four children, for fear that
her husband may leave her. We
left Purnwani, admiring those devoted doctors, but not envying
their task.
The Kenyan medical system
bases itself on the societies strong
will to maintain free enterprise.
No matter how poor the patient,
Kenyans seemed to believe that
health care is a commodity. They
often complained that if they didn't
pay for their treatment then it
wasn' t going to work because they
felt it was worthless. To us foreign
students, the idea was somewhat
strange, but this helped explained
the diversity of health facilities in
that country. There are the government/ district hospitals that are
often over-crowded and lacking
many fundamental materials. The
private hospitals, like the Aga
Khan, cater to the middle-class
and afiluent paying patients. Then
there are the mission hospitals
which are privately staffed, but
usually rely on the local community for some funding. I was at
such a hospital in the Bungoma
District of western Kenya for some
2 months. Friends Lugulu Hospital is nestled at a bluff on the foothills of Mount Elgon facing the
Ungandan border. Reportedly former cannibals, the predominant
tribe, called the Bukusu, have converted to Quaker Christianity.
The Mount Elgon Society ofFriends
is the largest organization of Qu~
kers in the world
The II 0 bed hospital contained
four wards (male and female medicine, maternity and pediatrics),
all arranged in an army barracks
fashion. The bustling outpatient
department handled up to two
hundred people a day. The clinical
officers (trained for 3 years in
basic diagnosis and treatment)
screened out the serious cases for
the medical staff to see. That staff
consisted of two fulJ..time doctors,
one part-time doctor and two
medical students. We would split
up into two teams making daily
morning ward rounds. In the afternoon, one team tended to the inpatients, while the other dealt with
the outpatient clinics. Practical
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experience was not hard to fmd
Plenty of opportunity arose to do
lumbar punctures, D & C' s, pediatric IV s, and loads of minor
surgery. At the time of my arrival,
the hospital was experiencing three
epidemics. The patients with typhoid fever often presented in an
appalling condition, having avoided corning to hospital until severely dehydrated and to the brink
of death.
During one month, meningoooccal meningitis cases tilled one
third of the male medical ward
Many patients presented with unilateral or bilateral sixth nerve palsies. This particular infection also
placed a conflict between traditional
healing and " Western" medicine.
There is still a strong belief that
this " affliction" was willed upon
the patient by angry ancestors. We
would try, by pointing to the cloudy
turbid and sometimes opaque
CSF, to show the parents where
we thought the evil lay. It was not
uncommon to see the 'locaf'
medicine lady wandering the
wards looking for possible patients.
The medical staff tried not to act
antagonistic until the traditional
method started affecting our treatment adversely. Interestingly,
these ladies' fees are quite steep by
African standards. They require
that several of a father's cattle be
slaughtered Traditionally, cattle
is the symbol of a man' s prosperity, and how he acquires wives. A
shrunken herd can exact a great
monetary toll Not uncommonly,
one would find a meningitic child
spirited away in the middle of the
night to be treated in traditional
ways, when the parents could not
see immediate results from our
treatment
In the isolation ward, there was
highly infectious killers knocking
the children off like flies during a
two week period I never viewed
Measles quite this way before.
D~tea~we~ether

apy, it was frightening to see these
children die of acute respiratory
failure while in your hands. Oxygen may have helped, but as we
didn't have any, the point is moot
Out of the approximate 100 cases
of unimmunized measles seen,
about 10% died usually of pne~
monitis and pulmonary edema
The current immunization program suffers from parent superstition and the fact that many children
contact measles before the age of
one year.

There are many rmss1on hospitals dotted throughout the Kenyan
countryside. I visited a nearby
hospital in Misika run by a Dutch
doctor and his wife. He recently
completed a special residency
program in third world medicine
comprising of three years of surgery, obstetrics and anesthesia organized by the Dutch government
ln his outpatient clinic, we met a
lady complaining of mild abdominal pain of one month duration.
We performed an abdominal tap
and aspirated back I 0 cc of chocolate brown fluid With a provisional diagnosis an old ruptured
ectopic pregnancy, the patient was
prepared for surgery. On opening
her abdomen, we found an 8" pelvic mass adhered to the top of her
uterus, her cecum and retroperitoneally. With careful dis-

section, Dr. Oberstratten removed
the mass and opened it up on the
examination table. To my surprise, out popped a 6" fetus recently expired It will probably be the
first and only time I get to see an
abdominal pregnancy.
I also enjoyed my time off, and
travelled much of Kenya This
country offers mountains, grassy
savannah with wild game, deserts
with came~ and sandy white beaches
with coral reefs facing the Indian
Ocean. lf one wants to visit Africa
for the first time, Kenya is the ideal
place. Transportation is fast and
dependable. The country has one
of the longest records of political
stability, and is relatively safe for
tourists. As a medical elective, it
offered different perspectives and
practical experience. I was not
disappointed

Wishing you every success
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WIFE ASSAULT: A Treatable Disease
by D avid Creery Meds '89

But
no animal does that couple and
kil~ or kill first rip up its egg, its
future.
No animal eats its mate's throat..
why do they have this
dream then?
.. . Some last escape from
having to be lawyers?
Werewolf Mo vies
Margaret Atwood

Wife Assault continues to be a
major sociological and medical
problem in our society. As more
information emerges on its staggering frequency and devasting
effects, it is becoming clear that
the responsibility for primary recognition and treatment falls on
the family physician. Although
be/ she may not be able to treat the
problem fully, cooperation and
competence in the victim' s recognition and a receptive, cornpassionate attitude towards her is
crucial to the eventual resolution
of the matter.
Dr. Barbara Lent is a London
family physician who has been
very active in the study and treatment of wife assault While serving as a member of the London
Co-ootinating Committee on Family Violence and the OMA SJ»

cial Committee on Wife Assaul.t,
she has edited reports on the
Medical Perspective on Wife
Assault and the Treatment of the
Male Batterer. She has also written articles on Wife Assault for the
Canadian Family Physician (Vol
32, March 1986) and the Ontario
Medical Review (Vol 53, December 1986).
As Dr. Lent outlines in her CFP
article, the problem has alarming
incidence and effects. Estimates
of the percentage of women who
will be assaulted by their partners
range from I 0% and up, meaning
that doctors will see many victims
every year. And the fact that
women are assaulted 35 to 40
times on average before seeking
help points to the need for physicians to maintain a high index of
suspicion for the problem in their
practices.
There seem to be a number of
reasons why victims are reluctant
to seek medical help. Ln the past,
physicians-and indeed society
as a whole-maintained a handsoff policy towards Wife Assault,
believing that either the victim was
responsible in some way or that it
was an internal family dispute
which did not merit outside intervention. As a result, many women
still believe that their doctor will

blame them rather than give them
support. The victims of assault are
typically anxious, depressed and
apathetic with markedly lowered
self-esteem. so they may believe
that perpetual degradation is simply their lot in life. and may not
have the initiative to seek help. But
perhaps the most difficult aspect
of Wife Assualt is its sporadic
nature: periods of vicious brutality
alternating with periods of apologetic vulnerablity and tenderness
leave the victim with the constant
hope that her partner has rehabilitated and will allow the family to
function peacefully. The sad truth,
however, is that violence, once
initiated, typically becomes more
severe.
Family violence has another and
perhaps ultimately more harmful
effect the children of violent couples
are much more likely to react
violently to anger themselves, and
thus perpetuate the cycle of violence. Studies cited by Dr. Lent
have shown that children who witness violence between their p~
rents behave similarly to children
who have been abused themselves. Also, boys from such
homes are less competent socially
and girls are more dependent and
self.deprecating, compared to children from normal homes. It has
been found that 80% of men who
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batter witnessed family violence
in their homes. Treating a victim
of Wife Assault who has children
may hence represent both an immediate and a preventative str~
tegy.
A willingness by the physician to
suspect abuse in a woman presenting with acute physical or vague
psycho-social complaints is perhaps the key to a successful management protocol Physicians
must learn teclmiques of approaching the problem in a non-threatening and non-judgemental manner.
It is crucial that the physician
emphasize to the victim his/her
availability for support and guidance,
keeping in mind that change is
often very gradual. It must be
stressed that Wife Assault is not a
private matter but rather a criminal offence equivalent to assault between strangers.
It has been said that men will batter as long as they are able to batter, that male physical superiority
makes wife abuse inevitable. But
the same holds true for murder;
that is, we can all murder, but most
of us do not due to strict legislation
and societal abhorrence of the act
This same stage can be reached
with Wife Assault In combination with current laws, physicians
are in a unique position to alleviate
some of the suffering caused by
this serious problem

100 Days at the Monkey Temple:

MEDICINE, MONKS AND MONSOONS IN THE
KINGDOM OF NEPAL
by Marek Smieja. Meds '87

Today, I sit in a class taking
notes and worrying whether rll
have enough time to study properly for the LMCC s. A few months ago, I would sit in the room I
rented for$1 .50 a day, reading the

Manual of Medical Therapeutics,
while overlooking fields of bright
green rice paddies and recalling
the dozens of sick children I had
seen that day. The foothills of the
Himalaya, a mere 8,000 feet high,
could be seen if the cloud cover
wasn't too thick, and on better
days the distant 25,000 foot peaks
could be seen as well My neighbours from the neighbouring Buddhist temple, the wild monkeys
which abound in these parts, would
often come around to my window
to beg for food or simply to seek
shelter from the monsoons.
Travelling to a foreign lands and
learning about other cultures and
their ways of life has long been a
passion of mine, and the ability to
contribute a little in return for the
rich experiences I would gain in
the Third World were an important factor when I chose medicine
as a career. I firmly believe we
gain more insight- about ourselves, our society, and the tremendous advances of medicine
and public health in the developed
world-by spending some time
living in the Third World than we
possibly could in the same time
in Canada
I chose to spend my fourth year
elective time in Nepal, a small
country in the Himalayas bordering India and China M y departure in August was marked more
by relief of the problems I had left
behind than by apprehension of
what lay ahead After staying up
most of the night working on Yearbook layouts, I had the psychiatry
oral exam which marked the end
of my clerkship, packed my backpack in 30 minutes flat, and was
off for the airport. Toronto, New
York, London, Kuwait, Delhi-all passed me by, offering neither
sleep nor hint of what lay ahead
Forty-eight hours after leaving
University Hospital, I was touching down in a land of extreme
poverty, horrendous infant mortality rate, and temble sanitation: I
saw only a greenland of rolling
hills, small huts, and fields as we
landed in Kathmandu.
I found myself in a country where
I knew no one, I spoke noN epali, I
wasn' t certain whether my electives would work out as planned,

and where customs, sanitation
and disease were certain to be beyond anything I had experienced
before. Kathmandu is a city of
300,000, but it resembles an endless v~ of mud-brick huts rather
than a metropolis of any sort. During a monsoon rain, the entire
landscape turns into a mudscape,
providing relief from the heat,
humidity and dust which abound,
but certainly adding to the misery
of any traveller who is feeling a little out of place. Yet, I don' t remember a single day of the I 00
that I didn' t enjoy, no day which
didn' t teach me a bit more about
medicine, or about local customs,
or about Hindu or Buddhist religious practices.
I found a room in the village of
Swoyambhu, directly adjacent to
the famous Monkey Temple-a
Buddhist stupa reputed to be 2000
years old, where Buddhist worshippers flock early every morning
to spin a few prayer wheels and
light a candle at the local monastery- and there I stayed for three
months. I rented a one speed bicycle and would cycle to the hospital, but as it often rained I would as
often take an umbrella and walk
the 4 miles to work. My walk
would take me through the village,
where I would stop at a little
Tibetan restaurant for breakfast;
then through the countryside to
Kathmandu, past farmers and
monks, cows and the occasional
elephant, past colorful Hindu girls
clad in purple and red with rings in
their ears and noses; through the
shanty districts, gingerly avoiding
the numerous garbage heaps and
open sewers which became as normal a sight as the beautiful Hindu
pagoda temples along the way;
through Thame~ the tourist part of
town, where hwxlreds of crafts~
carpet shops, and cheap tourist
hotels abound; past the royal palace, carefully guarding its vast
gardens and wealth from the poverty-stricken subjects outside of
its gates; and finally up the long
Kantipath road to the Kanti ChiJ..
dren' s Hospital
The Children' s Hospital, where I
spent five weeks between medicine and surgery, is a II 0-bed hospital which handles about 15 admissions a day. There are two
wards on medicine: the paying
ward, and the non-payin& All
medications must be paid for by
the parents, however, and the nonpaying ward has twice as many

patients and far worse hygiene.
The over- now of patients, including several accompanying family
members, ends up on the floor on
thin mats. The predominance of
cases were respiratory infections:
pneurnonias (often due to preceding measles), croup, tuberculosis.
Endemic parasitic infestation rates
are frightening, with the majority
of all people harbouring giardia,
hookworm, or roundworm Other
common diseases included meningitis, both meningococcal and
tubercular; kwashiorkor; typhoid
(enteric fever); rheumatic fever,
with grade 5 heart murmurs; and
dehydration secondary to gastroenteritis. In the outpatient clinics, we would see many more
children, few of whom could be
admitted for lack of beds. Basic
lab tests, such as urinalysis, blood
counts, stool examination, X- ray,
and even electrocardiography and
echocardiography were available.
On the surgery side, we saw
abscesses, abscesses, and more
abscesses. Tiny children were carried in from the hills with abscesses the size of grapefruits. The
single most frequently performed
surgery in my weeks on the service, however, were for bladder
sto nes in young male infants.
I was surprised by what the hospital had to offer as well as dismayed with the lack of some of the
most basic things. The surgeons
were very dedicated and knowledgeable, and visiting foreign
anaesthetists helped the surgery
go smoothly. But children would
often die on ventilators during a
power shortage, as the nursing
staff neither knew nor wanted to
know bow to save them A new
neonatal unit had just opened,
with the Princess herself attending
the opening, but despite the modem monitors and incubators the
Japanese bad donated, there weren't
enough gloves for lumbar punctures. Instead, you would wash
your hands with spiritus and proceed ungloved Needles were
routinely ~ bottles were hung
up for IV fluids, and so many
children would be put in the same
room that children were sure to be
exposed to many of the other diseases in that room One of the
ironies of foreign aid is that money
can be found for monitors ( and
even, perhaps, forCA T scans) but
not for the everyday basic needs.
At Bir hospital, in the centre of
town, I spent a few weeks on each
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of medicine and surgery. In medicine, most of the patients were
young, as few people survive into
their 60s. Many a patient would
present with edema and a helll(}globin of 30 g/ I , and would recover rapidly after an~ hookworm
medication was given. Very little
heart disease or cancer was seen;
most people still die of infectious
disease.
At the maternity hospital, where
30-40 deliveries are performed
every day, women present in labour with no obstetrical records,
and hemoglobins of 60 due to
blood loss with their last few
children. They receive no analgesia for the birth, and many sustain
bad lacerations during the delivery. The babies average about
2500 grams, and often look so tiny
you wonder how they could possibly be term It's said that in the
hills, a pregnant mother will go to
work in the fields even when she' s
expecting; she will often deliver
out in the fields, where she will cut
the cord with any handy farm implement, put the baby in a sac on
her back, and continue with her
work. Needless to say, neonatal
tetanus remains very high in Nepal
The major killer of children remains dehydration secondary to
gastrointestinal disease. In a country of I 7 million, 40,000 children
die annually simply from dehydration. Most of these deaths could be
prevented by rehydration fluids,
but the national drug company
can' t produce enough of these to
supply the whole country. The
gastroenteritis adds further to the
malnutrition that most children
suffer from, resulting in an infant
mortality rate of over 100 per
1000.
In the hospitals, you must rely
incredibly on clinical skills, as
most patients have few or no lab
tests done. But then, the patients
often present so late, with hernias
the size of basketballs, that diagnosis on clinical examination
alone is often far simpler than with
typical North American patients.
During my 14 weeks, I also had
an~ to travel a bit anADld
N epa! and to visit Tibet There are
few times in my life that have been
so idyllic and peaceful as hiking
through the Himalaya, or getting
up at 5:00 to see the mountains at
sunrise with an amazing vista of
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THE VIEWS EXPRESSED WITHIN THIS SECilON ARE NOT NECESSARILY TIIOSE OF THE JOURNAL
JOHN M THOMPSON, M .D .,
F.RC.P. (C)
Department of Medicine,
St Joseph' s Hospital
268 Grosvenor Street
London, Ontario N6A 4V2
December 30, 1986

Mr. K. C. Moran, Meds 87 / Gord
Paul, Meds 88,
CFMS Representatives,
c/o UWO Medical Journal,
Health Sciences Centre,
London, Ontario.
N6A 5C1
Gentleman:
You have invited comments on
your letter in the December
UWO Medical Journal regarding
the lack of faculty opposition to
Bill 94.

continued from Page 9 - clouds in the valleys below. However, the long hard bus ride to
Lhasa, Tibet will probably go
down as the s.ingle most memorable journey of my life to date, not
only for the altitudes we went to
( 16,000 feet}, the harshness and
bleakness of the land, the hunger
and tiredness of those 5 days by
bus, but also for the site of beautiful Tibetan monasteries that the
Chinese didn' t get around to destroying, and the coldly majestic
Himalaya set against an unbelievable dark blue canvas.
And so I continue to sit, back
home and studying epidemiology,
wondering how I could ever in
words summarize the vast and exciting experiences of those couple
of months. I learned, most of all, to
recognize what opportunity we
have as students of medicine in
Canada and as citizens of this
country, and how much an impact
good sanitation and health care
have. But I also realized that people can be very happy without anY.
of the things we so cherish, and
that happiness can exist even amidst
filth and poverty. And as for the
monks-well, unfortunately, they
too are becoming a little more
worldly. They wear quartz watches.

I suspect that many faculty members might feel very much as I
do-that is, the abolition or· extra
billing" was not the " life or death"
issue claimed by the Ontario
Medical Association. A lthough
claimed by its proponents to be
critical for the maintenance of the
doctor- patient relationship and/ or
for the justifiable recompense for
areas of study and superior expertise, most of us saw the issue simply as the loss of one of our
bargaining tools. Many physicians
remember the days prior to government
sponsored
medical
schemes, or they have worked in
countries where there is no such
social programme, and they have
long since come to terms with the
fact that the state has every right to
insure medical care for all of its
citizens regardless of ability to

continued from Page

pay. That means that I, along with
many of my colleagues, was-and
remain-unwilling to exploit my
patients to advance my negotiating position with my employer, the
Province of Ontario.

I do have concerns that we do not
have in place mechanisms for fee
schedule negotiations/ arbitration
that will guarantee that future conflicts with government will not
result in disruption in health care
delivery. I think this is the main
issue that the OMA should be
addressing, and enlisting the pul>lic on its behal(

barriers that
guarantees.

this

province

I think my responsibility to the
next generation is to remind them
what the present system has replaced, and to encourage them to
work with government and institutions to ensure that the present
system maintains its high standard
of excellence.
Yours sincerely,

John M. Thompson, M.D.,
F.RC.P. (C).

The health care system in this province in comparison to other countries, is superior to most, equal to
some and inferior to none. There
are many reasons for this, not the
least the freedom from financial

5-------------

A plaque on the silver cup currently in our possession records the
first recipients as Meds ' 50 on
May 3, 1947; however, the inscription on the cup itself reads:
FROM
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN
ONTARIO
MEDICAL SCHOOL
BARBECUE
" TACHYCARDIA"
The word Tachycardia is engraved
in letters different from the rest,
and all indications are that we
possess the original Barbecue Cup
dedicated by the Meds Alumni
Association 60 years ago.
So here we are: the 40th in an
unbroken series of Merrymakers,
with roots back to our founding 58
years ago. And we' re about to produce a 31 st Tachycardia, 64 years
after the first Meds Barbecue, the
pantheon of school spirit to which
T achy is most intimately akin.
There has been talk over the last
few years of dispensing with the
' nuisance' of j udging the skits and
awarding trophies, when 4th year
always seems to win anyway. But

as foregone as the yearly conclusion may seem to be that Cup is
our link to the past, steeped in the
tradition of a hundred skits and a
thousand bruised egos. May
Tachycardia and the Barbecue
Cup continue to bring students,
faculty and alumni together for
another sixty years and beyond.
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